Chapter 6
Employment and Unemployment

6.1 Introduction
The Committee has focused on unemployment and the poverty and social consequences of low-wage, precarious employment, like much of that found in the informal sector.

Detailed analysis of employment and unemployment trends was provided earlier in the Committee assessment of the socio-economic context. Key findings based on that assessment are discussed below.

6.1.1 Key issues
There is agreement that the number of unemployed in South Africa has grown substantially over the past few years. In addition, many of their characteristics, and of the households in which they are to be found, can be ascertained with some confidence:

• Formal sector employment levels are a matter of some disagreement. In recent years, they may have risen (or fallen) a little. The manner in which total formal employment estimates are obtained (from household surveys) is problematic. What the sector certainly has not done is to create jobs in the numbers so urgently required in South Africa.
• Informal employment appears to be growing rapidly. This cannot, however, be confirmed. Not only that, the (equally short) informal sector employment series is also extremely volatile. It probably can be said with some confidence that if employment in the sector is indeed growing, then most of the jobs created are of the very low income (survivalist) variety.
• The official unemployment rate may have stabilised (at about 26 per cent), but then again, it may not – differences between successive estimates in the most recent period are not statistically significant, so it is not possible to say what has happened. A discontinuity in the official statistics also gets in the way of our ability to interpret unemployment trends.
• Because economic activity rates appear to have risen quite substantially between 1999 and 2001, the numbers officially unemployed appear also to have risen (from about 3 million to 4 million).
• Unemployment rates according to the expanded definition seem to have stabilised at roughly their 1997 level (36.37 per cent). It is not clear what impact, if any, the 1999/2000 discontinuity has had on these results.
• The numbers of “expanded” unemployed appear to have increased substantially (by more than 1 million since 1999, and by more than 2 million since 1996). Once again, the explanation would seem to lie in rapidly rising economic activity rates. Why the rates of economic activity are rising is a matter of conjecture at the moment.
• In 1999, among 2.6 million officially unemployed for whom usable data on duration of unemployment could be extracted, some 40 per cent of the 1.17 million unemployed who had previously been employed, had been out of a job for
more than a year. Among the 1.47 million unemployed who had never previously been employed, 45 per cent had been unemployed for more than a year. There is widespread agreement that the long-term unemployed constitute a particularly difficult problem to resolve. The longer they are out of work, the greater the depreciation of human capital acquisitions. Among 4,58 million “expanded” unemployed Africans, only 1,24 million had previously been employed. Of the 3,34 million who had never previously had a job, considerably less than half (1,27 million) were younger than 25 years. This is cause for concern.

- The circumstances of many of the unemployed are so poor as to make it extremely difficult to insert them gainfully into the labour market, under existing economic conditions. Certain characteristics, among them that of being poorly-educated, long-term unemployed, located in a non-urban area and so on, are amongst the structural impediments to their obtaining jobs. Using these characteristics, and mindful of the extreme sensitivity of attempting to make such a calculation, the Committee has estimated that there may be as many as 1,5-2 million people who fall into the category of “difficult-to-place”. Some commentators assert that these people are unemployable. While the Committee would not necessarily want to go that far, the fact is that these people are extremely difficult to reach with empowerment and skills programmes. Their ability to earn even a modest living in the informal sector is probably minimal. Clearly, their plight is clearly cause for grave concern. It is the view of the Committee that some form of social assistance grant, concurrent with other socially integrative programmes, must be implemented for such persons.

- Despite dozens of Government poverty alleviation programmes at high cost, the available evidence suggests that poverty is getting worse. The available evidence, though difficult to interpret, indicates that the number of “workerless” households had apparently risen dramatically between 1995 and 1999. This, it would seem, is one consequence of rising unemployment levels. In short, poverty alleviation programmes appear unable to keep pace with unemployment-induced poverty.

6.1.2 Implications for poverty

Poverty in South Africa is critically linked to the labour market. Research carried out for the Committee documents that in 1999 there were 4,6 million South Africans in the poorest households (households where gross monthly expenditure was less than R400 per month). A further 5,7 million people lived in households where expenditure was between R400-R800 per month. Average monthly per capita consumption expenditure in the poorest households was therefore, at best, in the region of about R100 per month. In the next expenditure class (R400-R800) per capita, expenditure could not have been much more than R170 per month. Even the most conservative poverty datum line in that period was set at between R300-R400 per month per capita. All 10,3 million people discussed above lived in households that contained no workers, either formal or informal. Labour market failure was thus a key determinant of their poverty.

In 1999 there were roughly 2,6 million unemployed in households in which there was no worker present and in which monthly total household expenditure was less than R800 per month. Of them, 1,4 million were women. Amongst them, 800 000 had given up searching for work, while a further 600 000 continued to search for jobs. Corresponding figures for the 1,2 million men consisted of 560 000 discouraged unemployed—the remaining 590 000 sought work. Almost 96 per cent of these people belonged to the African population group, i.e., extreme or chronic poverty has a disproportionate effect on them. All told, there were some 10,8 million people (of whom 10,2 million were African) living in workerless households where expenditure was less than R800 per month.

The cost of unemployment goes further than loss of income and even feelings of personal worth. South Africa’s failure to socialise many young men, which is evident in the high rates of crime, alcohol abuse, violence against themselves and women, and even in the spread of HIV/AIDS, creates a vicious cycle of family breakdown.
6.2 Recommendations

6.2.1 The appropriate form of social security

The current social safety net is inadequate to deal with the immediate crisis of poverty and continuing alienation. The Committee therefore agrees with Government that policies to address poverty and social exclusion should not be limited to the creation of a conventional social safety net. For, even after a net to stop people from falling into destitution has been constructed, the negative effects of unemployment on social cohesion will continue to be felt. Instead, the notion of social protection has to be more comprehensive and must provide an effective framework to design a system appropriate to South African needs.

Further the Committee proposes that the principle of social insurance, based on entitlements through contributory schemes, should where feasible, be extended to include as many of the employed as possible. There are likely to be certain groups of workers who will remain excluded from social insurance schemes such as the UIF, because of their location in the workforce. For these workers other arrangements for providing social security are proposed.

Even if protection through social insurance could be made available to all workers, it would not solve the fundamental problems caused by unemployment. South Africa’s unemployment problem is more structural than cyclical. Since UIF benefits are available for a maximum of six months they cannot deal with unemployment of this sort. The Committee’s research has shown that because the majority of UIF claimants were poorly paid when they were employed, replacement income levels are correspondingly low. Benefit receipt durations are also very short (that is, benefit entitlements are quickly exhausted). The degressive benefit schedule in the new Act is an improvement, but it cannot solve the problem of benefit exhaustion (as benefits apply for a maximum of six months).

While unacceptably high levels of poverty and related problems require immediate Government intervention, the promotion of active labour market policies (and job creation policies, more broadly conceived) is essential in South Africa. However, given the structural barriers, educational levels and other features of the global economy, such policies on their own, are unlikely to address the immediate social crisis. The Committee’s considered view, based on research, is that in the medium to long term, employment growth and job creation will not be significant enough to ensure income security or earnings replacement for low income workers in the survivalist sectors. In this context income support through social assistance (or massive public works programmes) is necessary.

In short, social protection must comprise the two “direct” forms, as well as the set of “indirect” measures designed to facilitate favourable labour market transitions:

- **Social insurance**: This must be extended wherever possible, with due consideration being given to the administrative feasibility of providing such protection and recognition of its limitations.

- **Social grants**: Coverage of these must be urgently widened to relieve the income poverty of the many who will not be rescued by policies designed to stimulate gainful labour market insertion.

- **Indirect social protection**: These approaches, through the facilitation of favourable labour market transitions, should be fostered by the deployment of every policy instrument that can help to do so.

- **Monitoring and evaluation**: Each and every policy instrument to address the problems of poverty and unemployment/employment must be monitored and evaluated.

Although close linkage of the direct (conventional social security measures) to the indirect (active labour market-type policies) is not possible in the short to medium term in South African conditions, institutions to coordinate these policies so that their potential relationships are developed should be constructed.

6.2.2 Social insurance: The UIF

Due to the highly unequal distribution of earnings among those eligible to participate in South Africa’s UIF, and because of the high propensity of poorly-paid workers to become unemployed, a contributor-funded scheme of this nature is vulnerable to fluctuations in the level of economic activity, possibly to the point...
where it is structurally non-viable. State support may be required to keep the scheme afloat during crises. It is also the case that business and labour have on occasion agreed that increases in the contribution rate (the pay-as-you-go rate [PAYG]) were desirable to secure the financial health of the scheme. The proposed increases have been blocked by Treasury. By comparison with similar schemes abroad, the PAYG rate in South Africa is low. The Committee recommends that when agreement on the need for an increase has been reached, that after due investigation, such increase should be permitted by National Treasury.

Maternity benefits proposed under the revised legislation are inadequate. It is proposed that the income replacement rate should be raised on the degressive scale. It is further suggested that mothers become eligible for the full benefit package (17 weeks paid maternity leave) after 13 weeks contributions. The possibility of introducing maternity-type benefits for those in casual, seasonal or insecure employment should be investigated. It is proposed that an attempt to co-ordinate the many research initiatives on reproductive health and child health be made.

Domestic workers could be incorporated into the UIF, on a similar basis to the IT-based solution proposed below. In return for bringing domestic workers into the “banked” sector of the economy (the only way to create reliable contributor records) it is proposed that employers be granted a modest tax rebate.

Regarding the inclusion of Government employees, the Committee is of the view that Government workers should be allowed to choose, through their representative organisations, whether or not to become contributors to the UIF.

The Committee has considered gaps in the new UIF Act. A significant omission is the absence of a clear principle for financing the UIF.

6.2.2.1 Financing principles for the UIF

The Committee has considered the complexities involved in the financing of the UIF and that the financing of the UIF has been a subject of negotiations in Nedlac and meetings between the Department of Labour and the National Treasury. The Committee’s notes current arrangements in terms of which Government will effectively act as debt underwriter of the UIF. It is the Committee’s view that although falling claim levels and improved financial controls have eased the financial crisis for the meanwhile, the UIF remains vulnerable. Until the special conditions in which the UIF is required to operate are acknowledged, and appropriate Government top up funds (in the form of a regular contribution to the UIF) are provided, this vulnerability will remain.

Noting that a start has been made in negotiations currently underway, the Committee suggests that Government will have to act as debt underwriter of the UIF, in the final instance, under conditions of (continuing) financial crisis. The Committee understands that Treasury support will be available for a period of some three years. During this period the UIF is required to take all steps necessary to ensure that all the systems required to control a financial institution disbursing several billion are in place. At the end of the period the Committee understands that the situation will be re-evaluated. The Committee recommends that those concerned engage in a principled discussion over the nature of the desired contribution and benefit regime.

Unemployment “insurance” funds the world over experience variations in their fortunes that relate in a complex way to movements in the business cycle. In some funds, an attempt is made to maintain a reserve from which to meet contingencies. From time to time, even wealthy economies experience difficulties in keeping a balance between income and expenditure of the funds. It is generally accepted that insurance against unemployment is (actuarially) difficult, if not actually impossible. The Committee is of the view that insurance against mass unemployment (on the scale experienced in South Africa) is out of the question.

The new Unemployment Insurance Act proposes the extension of coverage to those currently excluded by virtue of the fact that they earn more than the ceiling income. Claims of “high” income earners are likely to be so few as to make “value for money” for those new contributors extremely low. Any tendency to respond to the discontent that this will evoke by an appeal to notions of social solidarity, should be tempered by a realistic assessment of the extent to which such sentiments exist in South Africa.

The Committee has found that in South Africa the principles of social solidarity that underpin
or at least used to underpin systems in the United Kingdom (UK), the Scandinavian countries and Germany, are perhaps most remarkable by their absence. The proposed extension of coverage is likely to be seen by many of them for what it is – a tax, not an insurance premium. The Committee does not have a principled objection to the levying of such a tax. From projections that have been examined, it would appear however, that the additional funds so generated will still not be sufficient to keep the fund afloat in times of crisis.

6.2.3 Active labour market and job creation policies

In the absence of the preconditions for a tight integration of labour market and social security policy there is a need, in the medium term, for an inter-departmental body to co-ordinate the many active labour market policies and job-creation initiatives. Since the linking of social and economic policy goals are central to its work, representation of the Social Sector Cluster, and in particular the Department of Social Development on this body is essential.

The Committee supports initiatives presently being developed by the Department of Labour to address youth unemployment through the creation of several hundred thousand public sector “learnership” opportunities, especially in the provision of essential social services of a para-professional nature.

In the Committee, however, the argument was made that these are not enough. There is a growing number of young and relatively healthy adults who cannot find jobs. It is far from clear that the needs of these unemployed are met by cash grants or current active labour market/job creation policies only. The unemployed need jobs that allow them to participate in society, to contribute financially to their families and to increase their self-worth.

The urgent social imperative is for more jobs, and the argument is clear: structural unemployment requires changes to structures, and structures will not change unless they are explicitly addressed at government level. For example, the Committee received a submission that more labour intensive methods could lead to over 300 000 additional jobs in the construction industry alone. This submission, from experienced civil engineers, argued that these labour intensive methods would not lead to additional costs or compromise of quality, but did require that government and industry undergo a change of mindset.

The change need apply not only to introducing more labour intensive methods, but also to extending formal sector employment in government, the private sector, and civil sector.

6.2.4 Public work programmes

The Committee endorses the proposal that as many jobs as possible be created through such programmes but cautions that public work programmes, by their very nature, do not offer long term viable employment opportunities for the unskilled structurally unemployed. Noting the high praise that South Africa’s community-based public work programme has attracted, and the success of certain special projects such as “Working for Water”, the Committee devoted considerable energy to the investigation of public work programmes.

They have the widely recognised advantage of being self-targeting – attracting only those so desperate for work (income) that any wage above the opportunity cost of coming out to work would be accepted. It cannot be ascertained, however, how many people fall into this category.

Working out what wage would bring them out in the “appropriate” numbers (whatever one understands that to mean), is also tricky. Almost two-thirds of domestic workers, and slightly less than half of informal sector workers earned between R1-500 per month. What their mean earnings were is anybody’s guess. Suppose that some significant proportion of workers in this income class received only R200 per month (and there is abundant evidence that such low wages are paid). A public work programme that offered R300 per month, especially if offered for the foreseeable future should attract all of those being paid less than R300, give or take whatever differences there were in opportunity costs. The public work programme would therefore begin to address the poverty problem as well. Given this complication (the intention of the programme is to address the problem of unemployment), it really becomes impossible to say how many jobs would have to be provided.
It is probable that most of the 2,6 million jobless people located in workerless households in 1999 where total household expenditure was less than R800 per month, would accept the low wages to be earned in public work programmes. It is not known how many such people there are in comparable households at present – since the numbers of unemployed have risen, their number could well have risen.

If R300 per month were offered to 2,6 million people, the wage cost of the public work programme would be R9,4 billion per annum. Raising the wage to R400 per month would push this to R12,5 billion. Such programmes are expensive to initiate and to run. Estimating the management and materials costs for a project as ambitious as that being discussed (it is one thing to design a scheme employing a few thousand - it another matter altogether to do the same with a few million) takes the estimates even further into the realm of speculation. If these costs were between 50 and 100 per cent of the wage cost, the total cost could lie between R14-25 billion annually.

Although large, it could be argued that this is not an outrageous price to pay for a well-targeted scheme. To counter the charge that each “benefit” is delivered at very high cost (guessed at above as possibly being between 50 and 100 per cent of the “benefit”) one could point out that society benefits in two ways – useful work is done, and welfare dependency is not created.

It should be noted that the other 4 million unemployed are assumed by this approach to be able, one way or another, to take care of themselves. The 2,6 million catered for here will not diminish in number until such time as economic growth can rescue them. In other words, the public work programme will have to be sustained for many years. The sheer magnitude of such a task – finding projects to tackle and the necessary managers to run such projects – is daunting. The question of the efficiency of such expenditure relative, say, to a universal grant whose net cost would be roughly the same, must be asked.

Certainly, public work programmes are worth implementing. Although some of the projects that have been tackled have earned high praise, too little has been done to date. This, in itself, however, is probably an indication of how difficult it is to organise such things. An assessment of the potential of these programmes must find that while they can do quite a bit to relieve poverty, they cannot be introduced on a scale large enough to do much more than dent the surface of South Africa’s unemployment problem.

6.2.5 Informal social security
Despite the important role played by the formal social security system (for example, social grants), it is clear that the formal social insurance system excludes and marginalises many of the poor who work informally or who have to rely on informal (that is, family-/kinship-/community-based) social security mechanisms. The reasons for this state of affairs relate to:

- the formal employment bias and categorical approach of the present social security system
- the urban bias of the present system
- the restricted family concept underlying much of the formal system
- the limited concept of work which, as a rule, does not encapsulate the productive and reproductive work in which women are involved, thereby marginalising women in poor and traditional communities.

It also has to be noted that the grant system available under social assistance, despite the important role that it plays on an individual and household level, is mainly restricted to old and disabled persons and in respect of children under the age of seven.

It is important not to impose a social security system that will be detrimental to traditional support mechanisms. Transformation of the present social security framework should, therefore, aim at supporting and strengthening existing informal social security with the view to enhancing solidarity.

In the first instance this requires considering ways to integrate currently excluded groups into formal schemes. This includes embarking on pilot schemes aimed at supporting informal social security mechanisms; removing unnecessary legal restrictions in relation to access to schemes; devising tailor-made schemes to cater for these excluded and marginalised categories and groups; introducing compulsory membership of private or public social schemes; and campaigns to promote private insurance and savings.
Further, there is a need to consider broader interventions and programmes that bolster the overall ability of communities and informal systems to cope with and manage increased levels of risk and hardship.

6.2.6 Institutional arrangements

These recommendations must be seen within the broader recommendations made later in this report on Institutional Arrangements. An independent Poverty, Social Exclusion and Social Protection Studies Unit should form a component of the proposed Social Protection Commission (SPC) (See chapter 13). This unit would take a lead in seeing that all useful information (such as that generated by Statistics SA) is extracted from the raw data and their policy implications assessed for appropriate action.

Consideration should also be given to the collection of data and information on the success or otherwise of all job creation policies of Government and of skills training. Without this information and policy tools to evaluate the impact of Government’s job creation and human resource development strategy, it will be extremely difficult to determine efficiency and equity gains and impediments to social security.

There are numerous non-profit organisations (NPOs) and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) engaged in the skills training and “empowerment” field. It is far from clear that the benefits of their activities outweigh the costs. The role and place of these institutions must be clarified.

6.2.7 Policy evaluation

Institutional capacity to undertake policy evaluation on an ongoing basis has to be developed. In terms of available statistics, the OHS with appropriate modifications by Statistics South Africa is essential. The LFS does not provide all the data required to monitor, evaluate and make informed recommendations. It is not clear that the primary information required to evaluate policy can be obtained from the LFS. The five yearly population censuses are too far apart for evaluation purposes. These issues should be referred to the National Statistics Council.